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We are planning to partner with ANTARES on the functionality 
planned for the Alert Filtering Service.
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The SRD recognized the need for user and pre-defined alert filters. The 
Rubin Alert Filtering System (AFS) was a stopgap if no community 
brokers became available--with nine operational brokers that concern 
is reduced. But brokers determine their services independently. 

The ANTARES broker has a user filtering service which appears to meet 
Rubin requirements and operates within NOIRLab along with Rubin 
operations. 

We are partnering with ANTARES to deliver the capabilities envisioned 
in the Rubin Alert Filtering Service & investigating the programmatic 
and technical implications. 

Need to finalize the details with ANTARES this fall, LCR, and publicize to 
the community.

dmtn-226.lsst.io

http://dmtn-226.lsst.io
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SRD
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goal: no LCR changes needed.
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LSR
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LSR-REQ-0025 is currently broken--should flow down to DMS-REQ-0342, but current text 
is unrelated.   
LCR should recover original text.

no LCR change needed for ANTARES
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DMSR
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do these generic requirements need 
adjustment? 
perhaps a question of what the scope of the 
DMSR is?
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DMSR
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these are quite low but I 
propose we do not increase 
them
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Portal requirements (LDM-554)
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ANTARES provides: 
- query for filtered alerts: could imagine wrapping this in a Portal UI 
- Kafka streams.  user needs to install ANTARES library on their local machine  

Not sure how to proceed here: both technical and strategic questions.
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Portal requirements (LDM-554)
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same questions:  
what would be technically 
required to satisfy them? 
is it necessary or desirable?




